
 

 

What Is This?    

This brief guide is intended for use individually, or in small groups. It’s your chance to dive deeper into 

the issues raised in the weekend sermon and to connect a Biblical story with your daily life. 

 

Revisit the Text 

Mark 1:9-15; https://goo.gl/rsvdRN                    

 

Big Ideas Raised 

 This is the first Sunday of Lent – a time for reflection and preparation. It’s a time we usually 

give thought to our brokenness and our shadow selves 

 This is Mark’s rapid-fire telling of Jesus’ story. No birth story, no trip down memory lane about 

Jesus as a kid, just the big story of Jesus’ calling to a life of serving others on God’s behalf. 

 Jesus had an internal notion of the reason he came to the world, namely, to fulfill the Kingdom 

of God. 

 Jesus used his training as a carpenter to understand the values of planning and preparation 

and execution. He sensed his time had arrived and off he went! 

Questions Meant to Dig Deeper 

 After his baptism and the voice of God’s blessing, he disappeared into the desert. Have you 

ever broken free for solitude and listening? 

 How is it you perceive God’s blessing for your life? If God spoke to you a word of blessing, 

what would it be? 

 Can you see the two ways time (chronos, “clock-time” & kairos, “time as a season) has value 

for your life? Do you have a sense that God is both in the tick-tock of time and also in the 

changing seasons? How? 

 Like Jesus, can you sense God has some reason for you, a purpose, a time to fulfill God’s 

calling? 

Revisit the Sermon 

For a recording or a manuscript of this weekend’s sermon, please visit: 

https://www.stlucasucc.org/sermons-resources 
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